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Background
The TG SPORTS (1955) is a Semi Built Vehicle (SBV). This means that the car has been delivered to
the customer as completed with the following exceptions.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

All Mazda Miata MX5 mechanicals, including,
Complete suspension
Complete braking system
Engine, transmission, mounts etc
Seats and their runners
Complete steering system
Wheels
Complete electric system
Complete exhaust system
Complete petrol tank and delivery system
Seat belts
Windscreen glass
Tyres
Instruments
Any other options selected by the customer

The customer is then to attach the Mazda parts to the vehicle using the parts from the donor Mazda.
This means that the Mazda fasteners are reused exactly as per original. No modification of any parts,
with the exception of the Power Plant Frame (PPF) is required.
Australian Design Rule
Single Vehicle Approval
Low Volume Vehicle Technical Association

Australia
UK
New Zealand

ADR
SVA
LVVTA

Where the Rule numbers have been included there is often an alternative. This is where the authorities
have deemed it as an equivalent technical requirement.
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THE TG SPORTS (1955) SPECIFICATIONS
CHASSIS
Semi monocoque chassis with full Automotive Engineering Design including frontal crash
impact area.
SUSPENSION
Mazda Miata MX5 fully independent front and rear suspension.
STEERING
All standard rack and pinion steering from Mazda Miata MX5
Collapsible steering column from Mazda Miata MX5
BRAKES
All disc brakes, lines and hoses from Mazda Miata MX5.
FUEL SYSTEM
Mazda Miata tank with return line, fuel lines and filters.
ELECTRICAL
All new wiring looms including computer loom.
All new instruments, speedo, rev counter, temperature gauge, fuel gauge, etc available from
Classic Instruments USA.
All new lights to International Standards.
BODY
Grill All chrome on brass hand crafted with stainless slats and solid brass octagonal cap.
Bonnet All 1.2mm electro galvanised steel with genuine louvres and stainless steel hinge.
Push button catches.
Doors Fibreglass with side intrusion protection. Stainless steel burst resistance hinges,
double action burst proof catches.
General Fibreglass gel coat. Coremat is added to give stone protection in mudguard areas.
INTERIOR & WEATHER PROTECTION
Dashboard.
Impact crash strip installed on top of dash area.
Quality cut pile Carpet.
Seats etc as per Mazda Miata MX5. Low Back Bucket style also available as optional.
Stainless steel soft Top fittings, with top quality English 'Everflex" vinyl top and zippered
sidescreens.
WHEELS/TYRES
As per Mazda Miata MX5 donor or optional chrome on wire wheels.
GENERAL
All seen fasteners are stainless steel. Windscreen is aluminium channel extrusion.
2 speed wipers with intermittent position as per Mazda Miata MX5.
Windscreen washers
Chrome bumpers.
New radiator.
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TG/Mazda Miata MX5 specifications
Motor and transmission
Mazda Miata MX5 1600 116 BHP @ 6500 RPM
or
1800 133 BHP @ 6500 RPM
Suspension
Weights
Front suspension (no wheels)
Rear suspension (no wheels)
1600cc motor and manual transmission
1800cc motor and manual transmission
Manual Transmission only
Auto transmission only
1600cc motor only
1800cc motor only

69.5 kilos (153.25lb)
96 Kilos (211.5lb)
170 kilos (374.75lb)
179.6 kilos (396lb)
37 kilos (81.5lb)
63 kilos (139.5lb)
133 kilos (293.2lb)
142.6 kilos(314.4lb)
TG/MX5 comparisons
TG Sports

Mazda MX5

TG chassis only
210 kilos (462.95lb)
TG weight at front axle Mazda wheels(1800cc) 477.7 kilos (1053.1lb)
520 kilos (lb)
TG weight at rear axle Mazda wheels (1800cc) 491.6 kilos (1083.66lb)
520 kilos (lb)
TG total weight 5 Mazda wheels(1800cc)
969.25 kilos (2136.8lb)1040 kilos (2293lb) With
spacesaver
TG total weight with wire wheels (1800cc)
1000kilos

OA length
OA width
OA height
Wheelbase
Track, front with wire wheels
Track, rear with wire wheels

TG Sports
3740 mm (147.25”)
1655 mm (65")
1220 mm (48”)
2440 mm (96”)
1460 mm (57.5")
1500mm (59”)

Mazda MX5
3948mm (155.4”)
1676mm (65.9”)
1224mm (48.2”)
2265mm (89.2”)
1410mm (55.5”)MX5 wheels
1428mm (56.2”)MX5 wheels

Weight of each Mazda Miata MX5 wheel including tyre
Weight of Mazda Miata MX5 space saver spare
Weight of each wire wheel including tyre

13.1 kilos (28.8lb)
7.5 kilos (16.5lb)
19.25 kilos (42.4lb)

Crate dimensions
Cubic dimensions
Weight

4300mm x 2000mm x 1140mm
800 kilos
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TG Sports Itemised list
Supplied in the SBV kitset.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Chassis
Unpainted main body tub fastened and glued to chassis above.
Front and rear guards bolted to tub and chassis above.
Doors, with catches, hinges, and side intrusion bars fastened to tub above.
Bonnet tops, sides, and grill attached to tub above.
Radiator in place on chassis.
Bumpers attached to chassis.
Carpet supplied but not glued in place. Painting has to be completed first.
Windscreen posts and frame supplied, not fitted. No glass.
Windscreen wiper spindles in place on tub.
All lights are attached, headlight inners not supplied.

Items, services not included in the SBV price.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Windscreen glass.
Items on our options list.
Bleeding of brake and clutch lines.
Modification of PPF, exhaust, driveshaft etc.
Instruments.

Supplied and fitted by the customer all taken from the Mazda Miata MX5 donor.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Motor and Gearbox complete with all sensors and their plugs, accelerator cable, nuts,
bolts, engine mounts, engine mount caps, airbox, computer and the entire wiring
loom. Any relays, igniters etc which make the engine go.
Steering column, complete with shroud, all switches, ign switch, all bolts and
fasteners, all slide washers, all U/JT’s and extensions, Steering wheel,
Side repeaters
Complete front suspension assembly, all fasteners, bushes, steering rack, brake lines,
etc.
Complete rear suspension assembly with all fasteners, bushes, brake lines.
Wheels and wheel nuts. Jack. Plus a 5th wheel the same as the other 4
Driveshaft with fasteners.
Battery, and hold downs, cables.
Windscreen wiper motor and its first arm.
Handbrake and all its fasteners and cables,
Interior lights, misc. switches, if required,
Seats and their slides and fastenings,
Fuel tank complete with all senders, pumps, check valves, hoses and cap, boot covers
Heater motor, heater radiator, and hoses,
Clutch m/c complete with all fastenings and lines,
Brake m/c and booster complete with all fastenings and lines, pedal switch.
Radiator fan, namely the engine one. Radiator hoses.
Horns.
Exhaust system.
Seatbelts.
Petrol filter, carbon canister.
Headlamp inners (glass) and wiring loom and plugs.MB model only. 1989—1999
PPF (power plant frame) complete with all fasteners
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Brakes
The Mazda MX5 braking system has been reused in its entirety, including hoses, calipers, booster
m/cylinder, handbrake etc. New brake and fuel lines are available attached to the chassis but only on
customer request.
No modification to the system or any part is required.
Warning systems for lo level fluid and handbrake on is reused.

Demisters.
ADR 15/01
These are driven by the original Mazda MX5 fan through the heater element with air being delivered
by 30mm reinforced ducting to slotted outlets in front of each front seating position of the windscreen.
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Chassis.
The chassis is of semi monocoque design. Refer to engineers report for beaming, and torsional
calculations.
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10

11

12

13

14

Doors
The doors have a side intrusion section. ADR 29/00, or FMVSS 214-FR16801 and amendment
FR17015
See engineering report.
The doors are rear hinged and have Stainless steel hinges with bearings. ADR 2, or ECE R 11/00 to
11/02
See engineer’s report.
The door catches are double action burstproof type as used in Morgan and Landrover vehicles. ADR 2,
or ECE R 11/00 to 11/02
See manufacturers and testing laboratory reports.
Where required a door bolt has been fitted with an audible alarm (UK only).
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Testing of Latches 9/01223 & 4 with Strikers 9/01581 & 2 (12/4/06)
Scope

To test the above latches in the transverse and longitudinal directions, to 10KN (Spec
8.9KN) and 12KN (Spec 11.1KN) respectively. At these forces the latches should not
fail.
Apparatus

The special purpose built tensile test machine built by Ross Manufacturing will be
used to undertake the testing. The parts will be held using special locating fixtures.

Results

Test 1 – Transverse (resistance to door opening)
The latch (Pt Number 9/01223) and Striker (Pt Number 9/01582) were set and
subjected to a force of 10KN (Spec 8.9KN). Test undertaken on 10/3/06
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The parts did not fracture during the test and the latch could be seen still connected to
the striker.
The latch (Pt Number 9/01224) and Striker (Pt Number 9/01581) were set and
subjected to a force of 10KN (Spec 8.9KN). Test undertaken on 7/4/06
The parts did not fracture during the test and the latch could be seen still connected to
the striker.

Test 2 – Longitudinal
The latch (Pt Number 9/01223) and Striker (Pt Number 9/01582) were set and
subjected to a force of 12KN (Spec 11.1KN). Test undertaken 10/3/06.
The parts did not fracture during the test and the latch could be seen still connected to
the striker.
The latch (Pt Number 9/01224) and Striker (Pt Number 9/01581) were set and
subjected to a force of 12KN (Spec 11.1KN). Test undertaken 7/4/06.
The parts did not fracture during the test and the latch could be seen still connected to
the striker.

Conclusions

Parts passed the tests as detailed above.
The strength bearing parts on these latches are the same as the Landrover Rear End
Door latches. The above information refers to the strength of the latch and the striker
only. It is the responsibility of the customer to ensure that the complete application
meets with the required legislation.

Report Written By M Wollacott: Signed
Weston Body Hardware
Crossgate Rd
Park Farm
Redditch
B98 7SK
United Kingdom

Dated: 12/04/06
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Engine and Transmission.
The engine and transmission are from the donor Mazda MX5. Local regulations will dictate emission
requirements.

Exhaust.
The exhaust from the Mazda MX5 can be reused again depending on local requirements.

Exterior.
All edges of fibreglass parts have been given a radius of not less than 2.5mm.
The Grill and windscreen parts have all been given a radius of not less than 2.5mm.
Bumpers, depending on local requirements, will either be of standard type, round bar, or elliptical.
Chassis, depending on local requirements, may have 6mm rod welded to leading edges, UK only.
Bonnet fixing is two lift butterfly tops fastened with two catches each site. The bonnet top is unable to
open if unfastened.

Fibreglass.
See Queensland University test results.
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Interior
Dashboard
Using just the fibreglass dashboard, this has a 19mm radius on its bottom edge for passenger
protection.
Using the wooden insert, this has a 5mm bottom radius and has attached a 20mm rubber piping
attached.
All instruments are within the steering wheel area.
Switches are all recessed.
There is a dash crash strip on the scuttle area for passenger protection.
Depending on regulations speedo can be either MPH or KPH.
Depending on regulations instrument lights can be dimmed.

.
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Lighting and signaling.
ADR 13/00, or ECE R 48/00 or 48/01
Refer drawings for positions.
Headlamps can be from the early Mazda MX5 but generally these are of new manufacture and have
‘E’ or ‘ADR’ markings. They are standard 7” type and are either sealed beam or Halogen along with hi
and lo beams. ADR 46/00, or ECE R 1/01, 5/02, 5/02, 8/03, 8/04, 20/01, 20/02, 30/01, or 30/02
The side lights, are incorporated in the headlight unit. ADR 49/00
Front indicators are marked SAE 90.
Rear indicators are incorporated in the tail lights.
Side repeater indicators, if required, have marking in their glass.
ADR6/00, or ECE R 6/00 or 6/01
Refer drawings for positions and fact sheet for specs.
Reflectors are incorporated in the tail lights. ADR47/00, or ECE R 3/02
Refer drawings for positions and fact sheet for specs
Number plate light has 2 bulbs and is mounted directly above plate. ADR 48/00, or ECE R 4/00
Refer drawing for positions and fact sheet for specs.
Taillights are mounted at 90 degrees to the road and incorporate tail, stop, indicator, reflector, units.
ADR 13, or ECE R 48/1 or 48/02
Refer drawing for positions and fact sheets for specs.
Stoplights are incorporated in tail lights. ADR 49/00, of ECE R 7/01
Refer drawing for positions and fact sheets for specs
Hi stoplight is incorporated into the luggage carrier. ADR 60/00, of FMVSS 108.
Refer drawing for position and fact sheet for specs.
Reverse lights (ADR 1, or ECE R 23/01) and rear fog lights (ADR 52/00), if required have been
fitted as aftermarket items.
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Lighting position measurements in mm

1500

210
460

930

550
1350

80

690

790

890
350

130
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Mirrors.
ADR 14 or ECE R 46/00 or 46/01
Interior is a double ball joint type, which collapses when contacted. The glass has internal tape to
prevent splintering.
Exterior are of “Harley Davidson” brand.
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Pedals
All new components are used for brake, clutch, and accelerator pedals.

Seats and seat mounts.
The Mazda MX5 seats and their slides are reused in their entirety, including their original fasteners.
See engineer’s report for seat mounts to chassis mounting calculations
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Seat belts and seat belt anchorage.
The Mazda seat belts are reused in their entirety including the original fasteners. Local regulations
dictate standards.
See engineer’s reports for anchorage and positional calculations.
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Steering.
ADR 10/01, ECE R 12/01, 12/01, or 12/02
FMVSS203-32-FR 2414
The Mazda MX5 steering system is reused in its entirety.
An extension is used that has been manufactured with correct splines and is held in place using a
chassis mounted bearing.
An additional Mazda MX5 universal joint is used.
The column itself is of collapsible variety, has an anti theft lock, and is held in place using the original
fasteners.
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Vin identification
ADR 16/01

Set up of world VIN number
1st position
7
indicates Pacific region
2nd position
A
Identifies New Zealand
9
Indicates manufacturer of less than 500 vehicles per annum
3rd position
Positions 4 to 7 indicate attributes of vehicle
4th position
M
Indicates suspension used,
Mazda
5th position
M
Indicates motor used
Mazda
6th position
T
Indicates model
TG Sports
0
Not allocated
7th position
Positions 8 to 10 indicate date of manufacture
8th position
1st digit of Month of manufacture
2nd digit of month of manufacture
9th position
th
10 position
Year of manufacture, last digit, eg 2005 = 5
11th position
A
Chassis manufacturer code
Positions 12 to 14 are Manufacturers codes
0
Fixed by Standards New Zealand (ID low volume)
12th position
1
Fixed by Standards New Zealand (ID low volume)
13th position
14th position
4
Fixed by Standards New Zealand (ID low volume)
Positions 15 to 17 Number of chassis
15th position
Numbers one through nine
Numbers one through nine
16th position
17th position
Numbers one through nine
NOTE letters I, O, and Q are never used
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Wheels and Tyres
The Mazda wheels and tyres can be reused in their entirety including wheel nuts. It is recommended to
install new tyres, and local regulations will dictate requirements.
If the Mazda MX5 wheels are used this will allow for a 30mm rear, and a 35mm overhang at the front
guards.

Windscreen washers.
ADR 16/01
These are electric after market type and have a capacity of 1 litre.

Windscreen wipers
ADR 16/01
A 3 bladed system is used utilising the electric motor and first arm of the Mazda MX5. The motor is
switched for 2 speed plus intermittent.
See engineer’s report for wiped area.
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